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search engine optimization seo is a set of practices designed to improve the appearance and positioning of web pages in organic search results learn more about google seo and how to
earn high quality traffic to your website seo search engine optimization is the process of improving the performance experience and authority of your website so it can gain better
visibility in search engines like google specifically seo is about ranking higher in organic unpaid search results seo short for search engine optimization is about helping search engines
understand your content and helping users find your site and make a decision about whether they should visit your how seo works given how search engines work a web page will only
rank high if it s indexed and the search engine thinks it s the best result for the search it also needs to load fast and offer a good user experience with that in mind here s the seo
process in a nutshell find what people search for create relevant optimized content 2 seo basics learn how to set your website up for seo success and get to grips with the four main
facets of seo 3 keyword research the starting point in seo is to understand what your target customers are searching for 4 seo content learn how to create content that ranks in search
engines 5 on page seo 1 gather your seo data to do seo you really only need 3 things to get started a website your brain and data hopefully you already have the first two so let s make
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how seo works given how search engines work a web page will only rank high if it s indexed and the search engine thinks it s the best result for the search it also needs to load fast and
offer a good user experience with that in mind here s the seo process in a nutshell find what people search for create relevant optimized content
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2 seo basics learn how to set your website up for seo success and get to grips with the four main facets of seo 3 keyword research the starting point in seo is to understand what your
target customers are searching for 4 seo content learn how to create content that ranks in search engines 5 on page seo
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1 gather your seo data to do seo you really only need 3 things to get started a website your brain and data hopefully you already have the first two so let s make sure you have the right
data data is everywhere in seo from visitor analytics to keyword research and especially link building
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